OFFICE ORDER 06/2020

Subject: Work allocation amongst the Directors of Rural Skills Division-reg.

The undersigned is directed to convey the work allocation among the Directors of Rural Skills Division as follows:

1. All the work assigned to Shri Bhim Prakash, Under Secretary, Shri Sanjay Kumar, Under Secretary, Shri N.G. Yirmayai, AC(RS) will be routed through Shri Virendra Sharma, Director (Rural Skills).
2. All the work assigned to Head PMA, Dy. PMAs/Thematic Experts, PMA Team, Associate Head Partnership, ICT PMU and M&E will be routed through Shri Saurabh Kumar Dubey, Director.
3. Shri Virendra Sharma, Director (Rural Skills) and Shri Saurabh Kumar Dubey, Director (RL/RS) are link officers to one another.

This issues with the approval of the AS(RD).

(Bhim Prakash)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tele No.: 011- 23461711

To,

1. Shri Virendra Sharma, Director (RS)
2. Shri Saurabh Kumar Dubey, Director (RL/RS)
3. All Officers, Staff and Consultants in DDUGKY Division

Copy to: PPS to AS(RD)/PPS to JS(RS)/PPS to JS(RL-I/II) for information.